Discrete model of gas-free spin combustion of a powder mixture.
We propose a discrete model of gas-free combustion of a cylindrical sample which reproduces in detail a spin combustion mode. It is shown that a spin combustion, in its classical sense as a continuous spiral motion of heat release zones on the surface of the sample, does not exist. Such a concept has arisen due to the misinterpretation of the experimental data. This study shows that in fact a spinlike combustion is realized, at which two energy release zones appear on the lateral surface of the sample and propagate circumferentially in the opposite directions. After some time two new heat release zones are formed on the next layer of the cylinder surface and make the same counter-circular motion. This process continues periodically and from a certain angle it looks like a spiral movement of the luminous zone along the lateral surface of the sample. The model shows that on approaching the combustion limit the process becomes more complicated and the spinlike combustion mode shifts to a more complex mode with multiple zones of heat release moving in different directions along the lateral surface. It is shown that the spin combustion mode appears due to asymmetry of initial conditions and always transforms into a layer-by-layer combustion mode with time.